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B.Sc./B.ComB.A. Part II
FOUNDATION COURSE

Paper II

[English Language]

Time : Three Hours ] [ Maximum Marks : 75

Note : All questions are compulsory.

Section �A�

1. (A) Do as directed (any twenty) : 1×20=20

Make negative statements to oppose the following

affirmative ones about past :

(i) He is poor.

(ii) His clothes are old.

(iii) Dithi was weak.

Fill in the blanks in the following sentences

with suitable forms of �have� or �do� :

(iv) We ................ our lunch an hour ago.

(v) ................ as you wish.

(vi) I ................ three brothers.

Identify the �Indefinite Pronoun�, �Reflexive

Pronoun� and �Demonstrative Pronoun� in

the following sentences :

(vii) We enjoyed ourselves at the party last night.

(viii) Everyone likes Prachi.

(ix) Those are the boys.

Complete the following sentences by using

�comparative degree� :

(x) Bhopal is not very beautiful. Raipur is ...............

.

(xi) He is very bad boy. His brother is ................

than him.

(xii) You are not very tall. Your sister is .............. .

Correct the following sentences :

(xiii) Varanasi is standing on the Ganga.

(xiv) He leaves for Bhilai last week.

(xv) Prachi lives in Bilaspur now.
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Fill in the blanks with �going to� form :

(xvi) Karan .................. go home this weekend.

(xvii) Prof. Khare .................. to dine with a friend

this evening.

(xviii) I .................. take the train that leaves at 5 p.m.

Fill in the blanks with suitable �Prepositions� :

(xix) He looked .................. the room.

(xx) I will advise you .................. doing that.

(xxi) He was cleared .................. all blame.

Fill in the blanks with �Gerund� or

�Infinitives� :

(xxii) Seeing is .................. . (believe)

(xxiii) He went .................. his father. (see)

(xxiv) I am afraid of .................. the rules. (violate)

Fill in the blank with suitable modal verbs :

(xxv) They .................. gladly accept the offer.

(willingness)

(xxvi) There is no other offer. I ................. accept

this job. (compulsion)

Change the voice :

(xxvii) They found her guilty of murder.

(xxviii) Our team scored one goal.

(xxix) She was dismissed from the service.

(B) Give �synonyms� of the following words : (any five) 5

(i) Ordinary

(ii) Contribute

(iii) Happy

(iv) Concept

(v) Exchange

(vi) Huge

(vii) Advocate

(viii) Constant.

(C) Give �Nouns� of the following words : (any five) 5

(i) Digest

(ii) Punish

(iii) Part
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(iv) Repeat

(v) Refuse

(vi) Believe

(vii) Observe

(viii) Rotate

Section �B�

2. Answer the following questions : (any five) 15

(i) Which nymphs have been driven by science

from wood ?

(ii) What do you mean by the phrase �All men are

scientists� ?

(iii) How did J.C. Bose save a large tree from dying

during transplantation ?

(iv) Why was Ramanujan granted half-exemption in

fee at school ?

(v) What roles do satellites play in communication ?

(vi) How can we defend ourselves against diseases ?

(vii) When did the problem of pollution start ?

(viii) What compelled Japan to surrender before the

Western powers ?

(ix) How old is the evidence of the scientific

knowledge of the Indians ?

(x) Which situation is worse than illiteracy ?

3. Read the passage given below and answer the questions

attached to it : 10

The place of women in our society is of great

importance and plays a vital role in its construction

and development. The most important task which our

woman performs is of upbringing of our children.

Children are the real weath of nation on whose

shoulders the future responsibility of guarding the

interest of a nation lies. Unless mothers are truly well-

educatted, the upbringing of our children both male

and female, must suffer in the most important early

stages. This must be so whatever progress is to be

made in the organization of our schools and colleges.

This is enough to induce us to pay much greater and

more scientific attention to the education of our girls

than we are doing now.

Questions :

(i) What role do the women play in our society ?

(ii) What is the most important task our women

perform ?
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(iii) On whose shoulder the future responsibility of

guarding the interest of a nation lies ?

(iv) Why does the upbringing of our children suffer

in the early stages of their development ?

(v) Why should we pray the greater attention to the

education of our girls ?

Section �C�

4. Write a report on any one of the following topics in

about 150 words : 10

(i) Any accident you have witnessed.

(ii) Water scarcity in your city.

(iii) Prize distribution function in the college.

(iv) NSS camp held in any of the village.

5. Expand any one of the following ideas in about 150

words : 10

(i) Honesty is the best policy.

(ii) As you sow, so shall you reap.

(iii) Rome was not built in a day.

(iv) A stitch in time saves nine.
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